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“You, how could you lose my little white dragon.”

“It’s my little white dragon, it’s none of your business if I lost it.Alright, you can go now, if you don’t go,
be careful I confiscate it.”

“Confiscate?”

“Yes, as I just said, anything that passes through my hands, human or animal, is mine.If I confiscate you,
well, you’re mine too.”

“Don’t you dare.”

“There is no dare in my dictionary, only what I want or don’t want, one, two, three, and you’re still
standing here, so it seems like you really want to be mine,”Don Omi said.

“You.”Xia Xiaoxin was so angry that she didn’t know what to say, she had never seen Omi so crazy, the
previous Zhong Chulan, Yu Ling, and Lan Hui were really a few realms worse than Omi, at least none of
them dared to say that Xia Xia Xiaoxin was one of them.

Omi walked in front of Xia Xiaoxin and touched Xia Xia Xiaoxin’s face.

Xia Xiaoxin was busy backing away, wary, “What are you doing, rogue.”

Omi rolled his eyes and said, “I’m not in a position to play rogue with you, alright, you’ve gone through
my hands, remember, from now on you’re my person, whoever dares to bully you, report my name, my
name is Omi.”

“You.” One second to remember to read the book

Omi no longer paid attention to Xia Xiaoxin, his eyes looking at Ping Qiu Yue, Liang Jinhua, and Nong
Xiaotian.

At this moment, the three of them, Ping Qiu Yue, were trembling in fear.

Omi said, “Nine Jins, give me a slap to slay Pinqiu Yue.”

Standing to the side, Jiu Jiu didn’t even think about it, and sliced at Ping Qiu Yue with a palm.

“Bang.”Ping Qiu Yue didn’t even have the strength to resist and was slapped to death with a palm
strike.

Only, Vice Patriarch Jiu Jiu was depressed inside, he actually didn’t want to kill anyone at all, but his
hands didn’t listen to his own command and immediately carried out Omi’s order.However, the people
were already dead, so it was useless to be depressed.

“You, you actually killed the Flying Cloud Sect Elder.”Xia Xiaoxin angrily pointed at Omi.



“My people, don’t you have eyes, it was the Nine Catties Vice Patriarch who killed them, doesn’t the
Hallowed Vice Patriarch have the right to kill a person?”

“You, you.”

Don Omi said, “My man, if you’re all right, stay with me for your lunch break.”

“You’re dreaming.”Xia Xiaoxin exhaled and left, there was nothing she could do with Omi.

The remaining two people, Liang Jinhua and Nong Xiaotian, saw that Ping Qiu Yue was shot dead,
scared and kept kowtowing on the ground, minister young, minister young spare his life.

Omi said, “Leave your storage bags behind, then, get out.”

“Yes, yes, thank you for my young minister’s grace of not killing.”

Liang Jinhua and Nong Xiaotian panicked and removed their storage bags, then rolled away, while
being incomparably lucky, they thought Omi would kill them as well.

Vice Patriarch Jiu Ji said, “Minister Shao, can I go now?Don’t worry, I’ll keep an eye on Zhong Chulan’s
two uncles, and I’ll show up at the first sign of movement.”

“Let’s go.”Omi waved his hand.

The only thing left in the hall was Omi and Pinqiu Yue’s corpse, Omi didn’t want to take Pinqiu Yue’s
life, however, he framed Omi for kneeling in order to gain sympathy, what a lack of discipline.

Omi picked up three storage bags, then ordered his servants to come in and remove Ping Qiu Yue’s
corpse.

Returning to his own room, Omi opened all three pouches, not knowing if there were any spirit stones
or the like inside.The higher the grade, the rarer the spirit stones were, so Omi didn’t hold out much
hope.

Omi emptied Ping Quyue’s storage bag.

It came out and found a fourth grade spirit stone.

“Wow, a fourth-grade spirit stone.”Omi’s eyes lit up in surprise.

A fourth grade spirit stone was equal to 1,000 third grade spirit stones, and 1,000 third grade spirit
stones would allow Omi to ascend to around the sixth, or even the seventh, step of heart illumination.

“Yay, I do need to raise my realm up as well.”Omi was delighted, and proceeded to pour out Liang
Jinhua and Nong Xiaotian’s pouches, but unfortunately, their pouches were poor enough, only a few
spirit grasses, dozens of third grade spirit stones, nothing else, and of course, there were two flying
swords, which were of the lowest grade, similar to the previous Shejun’s flying sword in Omi’s hand.

Omi refined that fourth grade spirit stone in a few minutes, and Omi’s realm soared to the seventh
step of heart shining.

Omi called his teacher’s wife in again.

“Auntie, let me help you raise it to the first step of Heart Illumination.”



“Ah, raising again so quickly.”Yan Xinyi was frightened and a little suspicious of life, this upgrade was
like a hang-up.

Omi helped Yan Xinyi to upgrade to the first step of heart illumination in ten minutes.

Omi smiled and said, “Congratulations Shisha, stepping into the first step of Heart Shine at the age of
twelve.”

“Feng’er, don’t make fun of your teacher-mother.”

“Hahahaha, go and call Lu Yuxi in as well.”

“Good.”

Lv Yuxi was only at the Enlightenment Stage, and she only needed two or three third-grade spirit
stones to ascend to the First Order of Heart Illumination.Omi, on the other hand, had obtained dozens
of third-grade spirit stones in Liang Jinhua’s and their storage pockets, so it was perfectly fine.

“Young Minister, you called for me.”Lu Yuxi walked in.

Omi said, “Yu Xi, you’ve been following me for a while now, I can’t treat you badly, how about this, I’ll
help you raise to the first level of Heart Illumination.”

“Young Minister, raise it again.”

“What, don’t want it?”

“No no, it’s just a bit strange.”

Ten minutes later, Omi had raised Lu Yuxi to the first level of Heart Illumination.

“Thank you, Minister Shao.”

“Go ahead and call my sister in.”

“Yes.”

After that, Tang Huan came back in, Omi raised Tang Huan to the second step of Heart Shine and all of
Omi’s spirit stones were used up.

Zhong Chulan was carried back to his mansion by his sidekick after Omi raised the gate with one foot.

“Quick, go inform my third uncle.”

“Good.”

Half an hour later, Zhong Chulan’s third uncle was shocked to learn that his nephew had been beaten
up, there was still no one who dared to beat up his nephew in the Flying Cloud Sect, even if his
nephew’s backstage in the Flying Cloud Sect wasn’t the hardest, no one dared to beat him up ah.

Zhong Chulan’s third uncle immediately came to Zhong Chulan’s house and saw that all of Zhong
Chulan’s limbs had been trampled, he was very angry and said on the spot that he was going to kill
Omi.



When he was angry enough to kill Omi, the Nine Jins Vice Patriarch appeared.

Zhong Chulan’s third uncle was only the top elder of the Flying Cloud Sect, and his status was below
that of the Vice Patriarch.

Therefore, Zhong Chulan’s third uncle couldn’t do anything to Omi and had to go to his big brother
Zhong Jiu, Zhong Chulan’s second uncle, the eighth ranked Vice Patriarch of the Flying Cloud Sect.

In the end, the result was still unsuccessful, and in the end, Zhong Chulan could only put up with the
beating and contact the family later to see how to handle it.

Let’s not talk about these for now.

The next day, Omi was going to enter the True Beast Forest, and while practicing, see if he could still
find the Little White Dragon.
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